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1. Overview
The Commission’s review of warding arrangements for the London Borough of Croydon follows the 1998 Croydon Electoral
Review.
The previous review was predicated on expectations that the then government might choose to have London Borough councils
elect members annually by thirds with every fourth year in the calendar being reserved for the then prospective Greater London
Authority. Two or one member wards were to be provided for only exceptionally.
This review provides the opportunity to include a mixture of two member and three member wards to allow for closer identification
of wards boundaries that reflect electors’ perceptions of identifiable delineated communities. The local authority’s definition of
Croydon’s 16 places in the 2011 “Borough Character Appraisal” as created under the previous Conservative controlled
administration is a useful guide as to how the council sees the different places of Croydon
https://www.croydon.gov.uk/sites/default/files/articles/downloads/characterv4.pdf
Previous two member wards with closer local links at Upper Norwood and Monks Orchard can be restored. This submission
proposes 11 two member wards and 16 three member wards.
One member wards have not been proposed as local councillors do not enjoy the staffing support that constituency London
Assembly Members and Members of Parliament have that can provide cover for absences and ill-health and for security at ward
advice surgeries by having more than one councillor present.
The Croydon South Constituency Labour Party (CLP) is cognisant in making this submission that the three statutory criteria that will
be employed by the Commissioners in reviewing the CLP’s proposals are
 To deliver electoral equality where each borough councillor represents roughly the same number of electors as others across the
borough.
 That the pattern of wards should, as far as possible, reflect the interests and identities of local communities.
 That the electoral arrangements should provide for effective and convenient local government.

The proposals provide for members to represent close to the average number of electors expected by 2022 of 4,028 electors per
councillor. The proposals keep variations from that average to be within a 5 % variation as is being provided for in the current Sixth
Periodic Review of Westminster constituencies, except for the New Addington ward with a geographical separation with large open
spaces and an elevated topography arguing for two separate two seater wards in this separate conurbation. The expected 2022
registered electorate in New Addington is insufficient to secure an electorate that provides numbers sufficient to create two wards
that are within such a 5 % variation.
The approach of the submission has been to employ strong and easily identifiable borders like rail lines, tramlines and main roads
while at the same time not allowing such prominent possible dividers of communities to compromise the most effective
representation of those communities. Such boundaries employed include the main rail lines from London to Brighton, the rail line
from Reedham to Purley, the rail line from South Croydon to Oxted and the tramline from the Borough border with Bromley at
Elmers End to the conclusion of the Ashburton rail cutting at Addiscombe Road. Strong road borders employed include the A232
Addiscombe Road, A232 Wickham Road and the A236 Old Town/Roman Way/Mitcham Road.
Where such dividers have been crossed, it has been with the intent of providing a clearer voice for identifiable communities
previously divided between two or three wards at Coulsdon, Purley, South Croydon and Thornton Heath. Resident initiatives like
the Thornton Heath Community Action Team and the South Croydon Community Association, that have been initiated in recent
years, reflect how residents wish to see efforts to harness community volunteer action across areas that go over artificial ward
boundaries and to have the council be aware of those artificially divided communities’ needs.
Consolidation of the number of wards along the length of London Road, with its diverse entrepreneurial retail offer of many BME
communities is emphasised in these proposals while allowing a separate protection of the identifiable district centre of Thornton
Heath Pond that is retained within West Thornton ward.
The expected growth in residences in the western section of Fairfield ward, to the east of the very strong border provided by the
main Brighton rail line, allows for the creation of a dedicated central town ward along with Old Town residences around the Minster
and down to the Southbridge Road, all communities that identify with central Croydon. The nature of much of the new high rise
executive housing both in central Croydon and in Cherry Orchard Road will create a representational need that may differ from that
of lower rise communities currently in Fairfield ward or Addiscombe ward to the east and the north-east. Dividing out a separate
representation in a central Fairfield ward and a Menta development and future Post Office development in a separate ‘East India’
(or more likely ‘Addiscombe South’) ward will aid clear representation of communities that will be high users of Croydon’s main
station, East Croydon station. The abstraction of all policing in the current Fairfield ward away to the central town part of this ward

also argues in favour of separating out representation here between a central/Old Town area and a Park Hill/Whitgift estate/Lloyd
Park area. A suggested ward name is Whitgift ward after Croydon’s most famous historic cleric and after an influential charitable
foundation in the borough that has an oversight over part of the ward and that provides two schools proposed for inclusion within
the ward. The anomaly of a tongue of land in central Croydon near the Tamworth Road being represented across a major rail line
by another ward team and the main Croydon shopping street being divided eccentrically between two wards is proposed to end.
This proposal also reunites Shirley to the south of the Wickham Road with western Shirley, Upper Shirley and the Shirley Hills.
Waddon is altered so as to include what is in fact the geographical Waddon that is currently outside the Waddon ward, including
Waddon Marsh tram station, the Kingsley estate and all the previous industrial land that was Waddon right up to the site of the old
Waddon isolation hospital site. The proposal restores a good deal of what made up the Waddon ward from the 1926 rewarding.
The Council’s 2011 Borough Character Appraisal notes how from north to south the Borough is typified by ridges and valleys.
Examples of this submission respecting this analysis of place include recreating Upper Norwood ward up on its ridge with hills
running from this ward being included within a recreated Beulah ward that also unites the Green Lane linear community within one
ward and the South Norwood ward down the South Norwood Hill to Norwood Junction. Also respecting this ridge and valley division
is the Sanderstead ward up on the level ridge plateau with its very extended linear development and separately starting from the
dip from that plateau the community on the steep hill up Sanderstead Hill that like Croham runs down from the ridge of Croham
Hurst with which it is paired both in this geographical trait and within one ward. The elevated Old Coulsdon with its run down on the
ridge to the area represented by the Hartley and District Residents Association is similarly separated from those residences down
in the valley below Farthing Downs or in Coulsdon centre on the Brighton Road.
It is intended that this respect for topography assists in creating a pattern of wards that, as far as possible, reflects the interests and
identities of local communities.
The decision of the Commissioners to provide for 70 councillors will allow for effective and convenient government in a Borough
with a large population that will provide for wards of an average of 8,056 electors in two seat wards and of an average of 12,084
electors in three seat wards.
This submission has used the figures provided by the Commissioners combined with numbers of residents per street as at June
2016. Using the June 2016 figures will provide slight variations from other submissions. Specific 2022 elector figures are given for
the New Addington wards as one of these wards falls outside the 5 % variation from the elector average. All of the other 26 of the
proposed 27 wards fall within that variation.

The table below presents possible names for this submission’s proposed wards electing 70 councillors along with the number of
seats in each ward. The number in brackets provides the key for the numbers used in the detailed rationale for each new ward and
on the large scale version of the Borough Summary Map (provided in hard copy only) as well as the individual maps by new ward.
Further individual maps are provided showing the proposed changes by current ward composition. The first set of maps for new
wards are marked in yellow. The second set of maps for changes as applied to the old current wards are marked in green. Also
included is a map of the 1926 boundary review of Waddon ward as referred to above.
A further map is provided marked in blue showing the Borough wide alterations to each ward using the map provided by the
Commissioners altered so as to show the proposed new warding arrangements as a whole.

New proposed wards for 70 council seats from north to south of the Borough
Ward name with number reference on
ward map in brackets and number of
seats shown
Upper Norwood (27) 2 seats
Beulah (4) 3 seats
Norbury (13) 3 seats
South Norwood (21) 3 seats
Thornton Heath (22) 3 seats
West Thornton (25) 3 seats
Selhurst (17) 3 seats
Woodside (27) 3 seats
Addiscombe West (2) 2 seats
Broad Green (3) 3 seats
Addiscombe East (1) 2 seats
East India or Addiscombe South (7)
2 seats
Waddon (24) 3 seats
Fairfield (8) 3 seats
Whitgift (26) 2 seats
Monks Orchard (10) 2 seats
Shirley & Heathfield (19) 3 seats
South Croydon (20) 3 seats
Addington Vale & Fieldway seats (11)
2 seats
New Addington (12) 2 seats
Croham Hurst & Sanderstead Hill (6)

2 seats
Selsdon & Forestdale (18) 3 seats
Purley (15) 3 seats
Sanderstead & Riddlesdown (16)
2 seats
Kenley (9) 3 seats
Coulsdon (5) 3 seats
Old Coulsdon & Hartley (14) 2 seats
It is appreciated that there are many options to delineate wards and it is hoped that these options proposed in this submission will
assist the Commissioners having used strong borders easily identifiable by electors, represented known communities and
respected topographical features, public transport routes and resident association boundaries.

2. Detailed rationale for proposed new ward construction
Possible new ward
names. Numbers
provide the key to the
yellow marked Borough
wide map of new wards
1. Addiscombe
East two seat
ward

Rationale for new ward construction

Components of
new wards
from former
ward structure

This proposed ward benefits from the clear borders of the A232 Addiscombe Road to the South, the
tramline in its old railway cutting on the western border of this proposed new Addiscombe East ward and a
parkland border with the proposed new Monks Orchard ward represented by the Stroud Green well,
Ashburton Playing Fields and the Bywood Avenue bird sanctuary. The Longheath Gardens estate has much
in common in terms of household tenancy with its immediate social housing neighbours at Tolgate and the
Stroud Green estate and thus sits well within this ward. The housing tenure is mainly different in the
proposed new Monks Orchard ward and the separation here assists in effective representation and
effective local government.

AS1 all
properties in
Long Lane and
to the northwest of Long
Lane only, AS2,
AS4, AS5, AS6.

It is notable that the 1800 Croydon tithe map places Addiscombe within this ward and it is felt helpful to
call this ward with that Addiscombe name that is more familiar to residents than Ashburton. This ward is
part of three two seater Addiscombe named wards although there is an historically based name also
suggested for Addiscombe South (‘East India) that omits the Addiscombe nomenclature.
The residents’ association boundaries are followed as represented by ASPRA from the tramline to the
Shirley Road residences, the Blackhorse RA and the Longheath Gardens community centre outreach (except
where there is a minor incursion over the tramline by the Blackhorse RA to Cambourne Road).
2. Addiscombe
West two seat
ward

This proposed ward benefits from clear boundaries using the main rail line to London, the A222 Lower
Addiscombe Road, the linear park (in part) that is the former Addiscombe Railway park (although this is
only a semi-strong border being largely hidden) and the tramline to Elmers End/Beckenham.
Davidson Road and the social housing estates behind it are united in one ward with its line of travel created

AD1, AD3, AD 4
except Warren
Road &
Hastings Road

by the 410-bus instituted shortly after the last boundary review being introduced on 29 August 1998 – see
http://www.londonbuses.co.uk/_routes/current/410.html

3. Broad Green
three seat ward

Broad Green is brought back to its geographical centre that was marked historically by a small triangular
green at Hathaway and Kidderminster Roads on the old London Road. The inclusion of current polling
district SE7 in this proposed ward helps in the process of consolidation of representation of the London
Road to just three wards. Such consolidated representation is recommended for this road of
entrepreneurial businesses with its diverse BME communities. As noted below in the rationale for the
construction of the new Norbury ward just two wards will represent the bulk of the London Road (being the
Norbury and Broad Green wards). This consolidation is an important goal for a community that was
neglected compared to others after the Croydon riots hurt this road so badly in 2011. The inclusion of
current polling district SE7 allows for Selhurst ward to pull back towards Selhurst as a place. It also places
Broad Green Avenue in the proposed Broad Green ward from which it was previously separated. A much
more concentrated ward than currently exists allows for a stronger identity that provides a facility for more
effective local government and clearer representation for an area of high social deprivation.

4. Beulah three
seat ward

As noted below in the rationale for the construction of the proposed Thornton Heath ward) the submission
pays attention as to how the Borough Character Appraisal 2011 sees the Thornton Heath area being of two
parts that “is focused along Brigstock Road/High Street between London Road to the west, and the lower
slopes of the Upper Norwood Ridge to the north/east”. This ward seeks to fulfil that sense of place by
reinstating the Beulah ward – detaching from the current Upper Norwood ward the Green Lane community
that is now to be unified in one ward and detaching the Americas estate which is not in Upper Norwood as
a place. The ward also reflects how the eastern side of the main rail line is not easily reachable from the

and part Lower
Addiscombe
Road only on
north side from
Warren Road to
East India Way,
WS3 properties
to south-west
of Tennison
Road, WS6.
BG2, BG3, BG4,
BG5 to the east
and north of
West Croydon
rail line and to
the east of the
Roman Way,
SE7, WT4.

NY2 Beaufort
Gardens, Green
Lane & land to
south-west of
Green Lane.
NY1 Croft Road,
Norbury

Norbury ward and is best represented by a ward to the east of the rail line – with the Borough Character
Appraisal 2011 observing as regards to movement in Norbury that “East/west [movement] is restricted by
the presence of the railway with only two crossings south of the station.” It should be noted that one of
these road crossings is a very poor one lane only ‘give way’ provision with only one pavement. At last it is
possible to place within one ward the ‘Norbury Area and Thornton Heath RA’ area from the start of this
proposed wards boundary with Thornton Heath ward at Beulah Road, along the Norbury Avenue and Green
Lane communities, to the Borough’s northern boundary.
Strong borders are provided by the only modestly penetrable main rail line and Beulah Hill. Using the
unifying principal that is applied across this submission this ward represents one of Croydon’s slopes down
to a valley from a prominent ridge (Upper Norwood in this case) with the outlook of this ward looking
south-westwards over Norbury and Croydon. This change reinstates the previous Beulah ward which had to
be broken up by the three-seater requirement. A more effective local government representation can now
be applied to this neighbourhood.
5. Coulsdon three
seat ward

The town centre and its immediate environs are included in the ward whilst the current extended nature of
the ward to Purley town centre is ended such that more effective local government is supported by having
councillors who speak exclusively for Coulsdon and Chipstead Valley. As elsewhere in this submission the
topography of elevated ridges and separate valleys is respected in this proposal with Old Coulsdon and
Hartley on the ridge and the separate proposed Coulsdon ward in the valley including the area beneath the
Farthing Downs in the Reddown Road area. In the Borough Character Appraisal 2011 Old Coulsdon and
Coulsdon are in two separate areas with Old Coulsdon paired with Kenley. As a community, Coulsdon
extends across the railway line into the area near Marlpit Lane and Chaldon Way with the Coulsdon
Memorial Recreation Ground described in the Appraisal as on “the outskirts of Coulsdon Town Centre”. As
regards to respecting residents’ association boundaries there is a strong respect of the specific border at
Hillside Road between the Old Coulsdon Residents Association and the East Coulsdon Residents Association
area within this ward. The area of the Coulsdon West Residents Association is also respected within the
western part of the ward. The very large Purley Residents Association area cannot be entirely
accommodated within the Purley ward and Smitham Downs Road, that we would contend is a Coulsdon
road, is included in the proposed ward. Smitham is in Coulsdon with the rail station in the town centre
having previously been named Smitham and the Smitham school was also originally in central Croydon. The

Crescent &
Green Lane,
TH1, TH2 & TH4
Beulah Road
except opposite
bridge over
mainline, UN4,
UN5 except
land to southeast of Grange
Road, UN6,
UN7.

CE2, CE7, CW1,
CW2 Smitham
Downs Road
(SDR) and roads
to the south of
SDR only, CW3,
CW4, CW5,
CW6, KE1
properties
northern side
of Stoats Nest
Road.

northern side of Stoats Nest Road in Kenley ward’s KE1 is placed in Coulsdon of which it is part.
6. Croham Hurst &
Sanderstead Hill
two seat ward

As per the principal applied elsewhere in this submission a distinction is made between communities up on
the ridges or higher plateaus of the Borough with those that run down hillsides to valleys and those down
in the valleys themselves. Thus, Croham Hurst and Sanderstead Hill represents the transition from the cusp
of the plateau (that commences at Sanderstead Pond and runs in a linear fashion along the extended
Limpsfield Road and the spur of that ward that runs to Riddlesdown in a different direction from the valleys
to South Croydon), to the community down in the valley at South Croydon beyond the dividing rail line.
There are three valleys here draining in the same direction, two that are each side of the dominant ridge of
the Croham Hurst and that of Sanderstead Hill, all of which are very separate from the housing in the valley
at South Croydon with limited access across the rail line as noted by the Borough Character Appraisal 2011
as to how “East/west movement is restricted by the presence of the railway with only one pedestrian
crossing and three main roads that link to Brighton Road and Croydon”. Sanderstead station opened in
1884 very near the competing Purley Oaks station, and was built well down from Sanderstead itself, with
the historical centre of Sanderstead being up at the top of the major hill by All Saints’ Church, the
Sanderstead pond by the church, and the manor house there in the form of Sanderstead Court. When the
station opened, the population was only 300 but a new separate community grew up the hill from the
station. This community benefits from Sanderstead facilities like the poorly patronised Sanderstead library
and the Sanderstead Plantation. Sanderstead residents up in Limpsfield Road are likely to be users of the
larger and more modern Selsdon library.

CR2 residences
to the south of
Croham Road
only, CR3, CR6,
SA2, that part
of SA3 that
includes
Addington
Road except All
Saints Church
and church hall
and land to
north-west of
Sanderstead
Hill and
Addington
Road

Purley Downs Road is retained in this ward as the built area stands next to Sanderstead Hill and the
connections here have been strengthened by the recent extension of the 359 bus to Purley Downs Road, a
bus that also serves Purley, Selsdon, Monks Hill and Addington.
Croham Hurst golf course is united with Croham Hurst within this warding proposal.
7. East India or
more likely
Addiscombe

This two-seater ward is expected to see significant executive flat development not only from that predicted
by 2022 but further growth from a further towered development at the closed postal sorting office. This
part of Addiscombe is different from other parts of Addiscombe with its very high PTAL (Public Transport

AD2, AD4
Warren Road &
Hastings Road

South two seat
ward

8. Fairfield three
seat ward

Accessibility Level) in close proximity to East Croydon station and is especially attractive for commuters to
London. In previous plans, the 2011 Borough Character Appraisal and the future draft Croydon Plan this
part of Addiscombe to the near east of the rail station has been recognised as part of the town centre and
will have ever more in common with the proposed Fairfield town centre ward with its similar high rise
development and less in common with the less privileged part of Addiscombe to the north of the strong
border of the A222 Lower Addiscombe Road.
The ward is united along an east/west axis by the very high quality public transport links along the
Addiscombe Road giving a clear commuter identity, in contrast to the lower frequency of public transport
links in the proposed Addiscombe West ward along Morland and Davidson Roads.
The Addiscombe road also acts as a strong border. Another strong border is provided by the former deep
rail cutting that runs from Addiscombe tram stop. The area South of Lower Addiscombe Road is neatly
represented by three concurrent residents’ associations that fit exactly into the proposed borders for the
ward, https://eastcroydon.org.uk/ ECCO which runs from the station down to Lower Addiscombe Road and
along Addiscombe Road to Canning Road where the Canning and Clyde Road Association takes over and
then on to the H.O.M.E residents association which represents a further grid of north/south roads ending at
Ashburton Road.
With many of these roads named after generals from the exploitation of India and the similar reference to
India in Warren and Hastings Roads as well as East India Way, this ward gives specific identification to that
historical link and might be named ‘East India’ ward (though within the pattern of three two seater wards
for Addiscombe proposed in this submission the more likely name would be Addiscombe South). This uses
the historical reference of the dominating activity of the East India Company College, followed after its
closure by the extensive East India estate grid which was built from 1861 and which as the “Borough
Character Analysis” of 2011 notes, except for war damage, has a “consistent building scale and building
line.” This homogenous environment argues for inclusion within one ward. The area is notably different
from the Wates estate developments to the south of the Addiscombe Road creating a clear delineation.
The burgeoning town centre is included within this ward. The Borough Character Appraisal 2011 sees the
Old Town as part of the town centre with most of the residential development (before very recent town
centre development) uniformly built before the 1870s again as reported in the Borough Character Appraisal
2011. This proposed ward is delineated by strong borders on the Brighton main line railway, the A 222, the
five lane A236 with its limited two pedestrian crossings and extended elevated section, and Coombe Road.

and part Lower
Addiscombe
Road only on
north side from
Warren Road to
East India Way,
AD5, AD6.

BG5 to the
south of the
West Croydon
rail line, FA1,
FA2, FA3, FA4

The removal of the isolated exclave tongue of current polling district BG5 to the south of the West Croydon
railway line also removes the unusual anomaly of electorally splitting Croydon’s retail centre down the High
Street at a place where Westfield will be building on both sides of that line.
The properties in the triangle of land between Southbridge Road, South End and Lower Coombe Street
have more in common with the properties in the Old Town area than with the rest of the proposed South
Croydon ward and are therefore included in the proposed Fairfield ward.
9. Kenley three
seat ward

The ward is bounded by open land at Riddlesdown, Coulsdon Court, Betts Mead, Kenley Common and the
Kenley aerodrome. The A22 is the key spine road for the ward running from Whyteleafe to the main rail line
to London at Purley. The proposed warding includes all of that area represented by KENDRA (Kenley &
District) RA. The boundaries are drawn as far east as possible to allow for a balanced Purley ward that does
include some of Purley ward to the east of the main rail line to be created all within the limits of 5 %
deviation from the average number of councillors per elector. The valley in this very clearly separate
community is much more acute than the valleys to the north-east and thus the land in the ridge above that
sees itself as Kenley and includes the historical Battle of Britain Kenley aerodrome up on that flat land on
the plateau. The separate Old Lodge Lane valley up to Wattenden is also included in the ward.

triangle of
residences
created by
Lower Coombe
Street,
Southbridge
Road & South
End only.
CE5 access and
other land of
Waterhouse
Lane only
accessible from
Kenley ward.
KE1 excluding
all to the west
of the Reedham
rail line and all
roads named
Hartley, KE2,
KE3 excluding
land above and
to the east of
Godstone Road
and to the
south of Famet
Close, KE4 KE5,
KE6 except
Riddlesdown
fields, KE7
except land to

north of the
Oxted rail line,
PU4 all to
south-east of
Godstone Road
from Purley rail
bridge to
Downs Court
Road and all to
south-east of
Downs Court
Road PU5
Downs Court
Road and
Cranford Close
and Mitchley
Avenue south
side.
10. Monks Orchard
two seat ward

This review provides the opportunity to recreate the former Monks Orchard ward that had to be removed
because of the three-member straightjacket at the last boundary review in 1998. This ward creates a very
strong correlation with the high profile and active Monks Orchard Residents Association which, when there
was a specific representation for this ward, sought to seek representation on the council as independents.
Their strong electoral challenge here reflected the strong sense of self-identification with this
neighbourhood being defined as Monks Orchard. Housing tenancy is dominated by freeholders who speak
out robustly through MORA against housing intensification. A single ward here would give good
representation to these concerns.
The Glade and Orchard Avenue act as a strong spine for the ward as a heavily used transport route in
Monks Orchard. The parkland to the west and north of the ward as represented by the Stroud Green well,
Ashburton Playing Fields and the Bywood Avenue bird sanctuary. the A232 Wickham Road and the A222
act as strong borders. The separate communities of Addiscombe East and Monks Orchard are recognised

AS1 all
properties to
the south-east
of Long Lane
only, AS3, SH1,
SH2, SH3 to the
north of
Wickham Road.

with the creation of two two-seat wards here. The separate and rather isolated Shirley Oaks estate also
benefits from inclusion in a smaller ward than present with the possibility of a higher profile within a
smaller ward. The Monks Orchard Residents Association also represents the triangle of roads created by
Shirley Road, Shirley Avenue and Eldon Avenue but this area is isolated from the rest of Monks Orchard by
the Shirley Oaks estate and the Poppy Lane and Shirley Oaks Road immediately neighbouring roads with no
homes in them. These roads instead look out busy Shirley Road dual carriageway and the Addiscombe Road
and are included in the proposed Whitgift ward.
11. & 12. New
Addington
wards
Addington Vale &
Fieldway & New
Addington wards being
two two-seat wards.

The community of New Addington is very much separated from the rest of the Borough by large open
spaces provided by the Rowdown Fields, the fields of Huntingfield and above the Addington interchange by
Lodge Lane, a golf course and the valley in Featherbed Lane which is not reachable from New Addington by
road.
Four seats would be due to this community under the Commissioners’ recommendation of 70 councillors
for the local council. One of the two seater wards (New Addington ward) would fall outside a band of no
more or no less than the 5% variation that this submission provides for elsewhere in the Borough.
This exception is justified by creating a pattern of wards that neatly represents the community here. This
exception is in line with what was provided in the previous review when two, two-seat wards were
provided in New Addington when the near universal provision was for three seat wards in Greater London
in case voting by thirds was provided in the capital. Such an exception is given because of the
geographically separate nature of New Addington with just one road in to the community from the
Borough. It is conceded that the northern part of Fieldway is within the Anglican parish of St. Mary the
Blessed Virgin, the Norman church in Addington Village. The inclusion of electors of Addington Village with
Fieldway here would improve the 2022 elector number such that the two wards could reach under such a
5% variation maximum. However, residents in Addington Village will likely see their interests as a
community as being separate from that of New Addington so further bolstering the submission that New
Addington wards are drawn solely within that community. The council’s own analysis “Borough Character
Analysis” from 2011 notes the difference between the elevated social deprivation scores in the New
Addington wards compared to Addington Village which “has a high proportion of professionals on high
incomes, and home owners”, even if Addington Village is seen as being in the same community as New

There are
expected to be
15,175 electors
in the whole of
New Addington
by 2022.
For Addington
Vale & Fieldway
2022 electors
can be
calculated as
follows.
FW 1 (2,139
electors); FW2
(1,889
electors); in FW
3 (1,821
electors) + FW
4 (1,714
electors) but
excluding

Addington.
What has changed in New Addington since the last review has been the introduction of the Croydon
tramlink and two major changes to bus routing in New Addington. The tramlink has also much improved
New Addington’s relative employment levels compared to other parts of the Borough, especially those with
proximity to the tram route. The public transport changes since the last boundary review necessitate a
change in the boundaries within New Addington. This would better reflect the links and sense of
community identity provided by very frequent public transport provision for residences closer to the direct
tram route out of New Addington and those areas that are reliant on longer bus routes that are provided by
the 314 via Headley Drive and Gascoigne Road (a route now put within one proposed ward) and the 64 via
the whole of Fieldway, Headley Drive and the Goldcrest Youth and Community Centre before setting off for
Central Parade. The 130 also unites this part of the community by serving Fieldway and Headley Drive
before, like the 64, making its way to reach the Vulcan Way industrial estate through New Addington, thus
justifying keeping the Vulcan Way bus terminal within New Addington ward. Vulcan Way is also on elevated
land which is on the higher level of what is known locally as “the top end”- see below. The transport links
for these identifiable communities can be seen on http://content.tfl.gov.uk/bus-route-maps/fieldway0216.pdf .
The western boundaries of the two wards are taken westward into HE7 to include the tramline built since
the last review.
Such boundary changes also create the opportunity to unite within one ward the connected green lung
spaces from the Addington Vale to the Rowdown Wood and then on to the Mickleham Way fields and
allotments, the Castle Hill Ruffetts, Birchwood and the Foxhill Shaw. This unites the valley which runs from
Arnhem Drive (effectively the border of the elevated plateau referred to locally as “the top end”), down
through the Addington Vale to the Eastern side of Fieldway. It also unites the elevated plateau itself. The
submission keeps united the 1970s development around Fieldway, reunites the Boot’s estate’s Wolsey
Crescent with the Boot’s estate separated in the last review and respects the extensive break created in the
King Henry’s Drive by the valley at Addington Vale. Charles Boot was the chairman of the First National
Trust that built the estate before the War.
The submission creates a reasonable equality within New Addington between the two seats in the
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electors), Ivers
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electors),
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(say 70
electors),
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Lane to Ivers
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community of 7,671 electors in Fieldway & Addington Vale and 7,504 electors in New Addington ward, the
only ward in this submission to be outside a 5 % variation from the average number of electors per ward.
Because of this variation outside the 5 % band the elector figures are provided in detail.
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less 23 electors.
Total of 2022
electors in
Addington Vale
& Fieldway
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Thus, the
remainder of
electors in New
Addington
ward in 2022
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7,671 electors
totalling 7,504
electors.
Since the last
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Croydon
tramlink has
been built and
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that the
western
boundaries of
these two
wards are
extended to

13. Norbury 3 seat
ward

14. Old Coulsdon &
Hartley 2 seat
ward

As remarked on in the above commentary on the proposed Beulah ward, it is noted that the eastern side of
the main rail line is not easily reachable from the current Norbury ward and it is felt that it is best to keep
Norbury to the western side the main rail line. The Borough Character Appraisal 2011 observes as regards
movement in Norbury that “East/west [movement] is restricted by the presence of the railway with only
two crossings south of the station”. It should be noted that one of these road crossings is a very poor one
lane only ‘give way’ provision with only one pavement. Such an approach has other merits as the proposal
respects the Norbury Village, Norbury Green, Scots Estate and the Pollards Hill RA boundaries to the west
of the rail line and the separate Norbury Area and Thornton Heath RA constructed around the extended
Norbury Avenue and Green Lane communities in the proposed Beulah ward on the other (eastern) side of
the difficult to penetrate main rail line. The extension of Norbury ward down the London Road helps in this
submission’s aim to consolidate the representational voice of the diverse entrepreneurial BME business
communities on the London Road by removing two of the five wards that currently represent this road. Just
two wards will represent the bulk of the London Road (being the Norbury and Broad Green wards). This
consolidation is an important goal for a community that was neglected by the authority compared to others
after the Croydon riots hurt this road so badly in 2011.
As elsewhere in this submission the topography of elevated ridges and separate valleys is respected in this
proposal with Old Coulsdon and Hartley on the ridge and the separate proposed Coulsdon ward in the
valley including the area beneath the Farthing Downs in the Reddown Road area. In the Borough Character
Appraisal 2011 Old Coulsdon and Coulsdon are in two separate areas with Old Coulsdon paired with Kenley.
As regards to respecting residents’ association boundaries there is a strong respect of the specific border at

include the
tramline to the
west of Lodge
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There are no
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NY3, NY4, NY5,
NY6.

CE1, CE3, CE4,
CE5 except
access and
other land of
Waterhouse
Lane only

15. Purley 3 seat
ward

Hillside Road between the Old Coulsdon Residents Association (within this proposed ward) and the East
Coulsdon Residents Association area. Hartley roads are included within the proposed ward uniting these
with other Hartley and District Residents Association roads already in the existing ward but not including
Old Lodge Lane roads that are in a separate valley. The ward is united by the spine road of Coulsdon Road
and Hartley Down. There is an extension of land at Waterhouse Lane increasing the protrusion into the
ward as Waterhouse Lane is accessible only from Kenley ward.

accessible from
Kenley ward,
CE6, KE1 all
Hartley roads,

Purley town centre instead of being shared at its very centre by three wards is now proposed to be reunited
within the Purley ward in this proposal. Purley, was with a small number of other proposed wards such as
Coulsdon and Thornton Heath, crosses the railway line in order to have a ward representing the whole
community. It has been important in this proposal, as at Thornton Heath, to keep a reasonable balance of
Purley representation on both sides of the rail lines through the town. The Reedham rail line is observed as
a strong border. Areas that are part of the Riddlesdown Residents Association are taken from the current
Purley ward to the Sanderstead and Riddlesdown ward. The large area covered by the Purley Residents
Association is not possible to include all within just one ward. Thus, Higher Drive with its connections to Old
Lodge Lane is placed in Kenley ward as are properties to the east of Godstone Road and to the south-west
of Downs Court Road. To the North, an effort has been made to include the Harris Academy Purley in the
ward whose approach from Pampisford Road is included as being in Purley in the 2011 Borough Character
Appraisal.
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16. Sanderstead &
Riddlesdown 2
seat ward

Rather than leaving the current Riddlesdown community cut in half as it is now it is proposed to give clear
respect to the Riddlesdown Residents Association boundaries by taking exactly that part of Purley ward
from the junction of Riddlesdown Avenue and Riddlesdown Road and those parts of Purley Bury Avenue
(just at the top end) and Brancaster Lane that are within the Riddlesdown Residents Association area within
this ward. The recognition of such place considerations is bolstered by taking the Riddlesdown open space
currently in Kenley ward into this ward, with paths up the steep slope to the downs there very rarely used
from Kenley’s very busy and dangerous-to-cross Godstone Road. The Riddlesdown Residents Association
goes right up Mitchley Avenue and Mitchley Hill to the edge of the Limpsfield Road extended linear
development. The roads between Riddlesdown and Sanderstead Hill are proposed for inclusion.
There is a very strong topographical border at the cusp of the elevated plateau that is created at
Sanderstead Pond and All Saints’ church (proposed for inclusion in this ward). The very large roundabout
here is a good divider before the land, and road with no housing, at its top sweeps down the steep
Sanderstead Hill. There is a strong divide here from the particular Limpsfield Road very long linear
development to Hamsey Green with its own thriving shopping parades at both ends of this long road.
As per the principal applied elsewhere in this submission a distinction is made between communities up on
the ridges or higher plateaus of the Borough with those that run down hillsides to valleys and those down
in the valleys themselves. Thus, Sanderstead and Riddlesdown represents a large plateau community and a
valley off to Riddlesdown that runs in a different direction from the valleys to South Croydon down
Sanderstead Hill.
It is proposed to take a small part of the SB6 Kings Wood as property there is more easily reached from this
ward.
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17. Selhurst 3 seat
ward

Selhurst is likely a more recognisable name for local residents than the previous Whitehorse Manor
nomenclature. The retreat from Broad Green with the transfer of the current SE7 polling district to the
proposed Broad Green ward allows both to remove one of the wards sitting on the London Road (assisting
in the consolidation of representation of the diverse entrepreneurial BME communities on this road) and
also for the area immediately overlooking the Selhurst Park Premiership ground to be included in the
Selhurst ward. Strong boundaries are provided (as currently exist) by Queen’s Road cemetery, St James’s

SE1, SE2, SE3,
SE4, SE5, SE6,
TH6 land to the
south east of
Ross Road.

18. Selsdon &
Forestdale 3
seat ward

Road, the London Bridge railway line, Whitehorse Road, Tennison Road and the Selhurst Park football
ground.
The review provides the opportunity at last to place the conurbation that is Selsdon, Forestdale and Monks
Hill in one united ward. The 2011 Borough Character Appraisal notes how Forestdale and Monks Hill are
part of the Selsdon place.
Monks Hill residents will look towards Selsdon as their most immediate centre for shopping and indeed
sought over the years to have a bus route (the 359) to Selsdon. This bus service is now in place. There are
no public transport links from the Monks Hill estate to the Shirley Hills or Shirley within the ward Monks Hill
currently sits.
The evolution, since the 1998 boundary review, of bus services in the two valleys that unite the Selsdon
Vale (in current polling district SB6) and Forestdale (current polling districts HE6 and HE5) make the
common representation of these valleys more appropriate. Since the last boundary review the 433 bus has
become a frequent service that takes residents to Croydon via Selsdon from Forestdale and then Selsdon
Vale. A useful history of the intensification of this unifying route can be seen at
http://www.londonbusroutes.net/photos/T33.htm .
It is recognised that there is a border between Selsdon Vale and Forestdale marked by cobbles in the road
at the change of the Sorrel Bank into Peacock Gardens (all the roads on the Selsdon Vale are named after
birds). The Forestdale and Selsdon Vale estates have strong self-identification as a result of location within
the same valleys and their unified construction by Wates and by George Wimpey UK respectively. The
Ashen Vale estate to the north-east of Selsdon Vale and to the south-east of Forestdale also has some
unifying features having been built by Aubrey Estates.
However, the proposed border of this ward comprising all of these housing estates, is stronger than the
dividing lines between the different housing estates, as a result of open spaces at most of its borders with
other wards – these spaces being Kings Wood, Selsdon Woods, Addington Court, Heathfield Farm, Bramley
Bank, Littleheath Woods, Croham Hurst and Selsdon Park.
The newly constructed Forestdale was within the former Shirley ward creating a greatly oversized ward.
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Thus, for the 1978 local elections Forestdale was placed within a new Heathfield ward bringing together
disparate communities at Monks Hill, Addington, Addington Village, Addington Hills, Upper Shirley, Coombe
and Ballards. This review is a long-lost opportunity to place Forestdale within a ward that reflects the unity
of the conurbation here in a linked valley even if there are cobbles marking the border between Forestdale
and Selsdon Vale.
The proposed western border respects the representation of roads in the current SB2 polling district by the
Sanderstead Residents Association. Other current Selsdon ward polling districts (excluding SB1 polling
district) are represented by the Selsdon Residents Association which celebrated its 90th anniversary in 2016.
Forestdale Residents’ Association http://www.forestdale.org.uk/ works with the various management
companies on this Wates estate.
The current SB1 polling district is based upon the separate estate constructed from 1927 with Royal Russell
having also been part of this estate on the escarpment and in the Croham Valley purchased by Charles
Hermann Goschen in 1872. Keeping these lands in the same ward would seem to be historically
appropriate. The area is represented by the Croham Valley (formerly Heathfield) Residents Association and
is separate from Selsdon and the reconfiguration provides the opportunity to return it to whence it came in
the last review. Further detail is provided in the rationale for the new Shirley and Heathfield ward (below).
To the eastern border of this proposed new ward the roads around Huntingfield and around Crossways are
represented by the Addington Residents Association and look to Addington Village and to the Gravel Hill
public transport links to the Addington Hills and Shirley. Farnborough Crescent is part of the Monks Hill
estate construction and is included within the ward along with the late 20th century Lomond Gardens which
runs off Farnborough Avenue. The schools and sports centre served by Farnborough Avenue are included
within the ward.
It is recognised that Silverwood Close is covered by the Addington Residents Association with those
properties represented by that residents’ association being mainly in the proposed Shirley & Heathfield
ward. It is felt though that the inclusion of Silverwood Close, Featherbed Lane to the south of Courtwood
Lane, the Waterworks and Farleigh Dean Crescent within this ward creates a more connective and less
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19. Shirley &
Heathfield 3
seat ward

isolated conglomeration than would be created by having a strip along the valley connected to the Shirley
and Heathfield ward.
This proposed ward gives a strong respect to the boundaries of the Spring Park Residents Association.
Strong borders are provided by the A232 Wickham Road and large open spaces at Coombe Playing Fields,
Coombe Road playing fields below the ward boundary on Conduit Lane, Coombe Wood, Croham Hurst,
Littleheath Woods, Bramley Bank, Heathfield House, Heathfield Farm, Huntingfield, Lodge Lane fields,
Rowdown Fields, Threepenny Wood and Shirley Heath. The old Spring Park ward is restored and united
with its modestly populated hinterland in Upper Shirley, Addington/Shirley Hills, Coombe, Gravel Hill,
Addington and Addington Village. The 2011 Borough Character Appraisal is respected in this ward proposal
when it notes Shirley’s sense of place includes Gravel Hill and Coombe within the Shirley ambit but not
Monks Hill which is now more properly placed with the conurbation that is Selsdon and Forestdale.
As noted under the Selsdon and Forestdale proposal the current SB1 ‘Ballards’ polling district is based upon
the separate estate constructed from 1927 with Royal Russell having also been part of this estate on the
escarpment and in the Croham Valley purchased by Charles Hermann Goschen in 1872. Keeping these lands
that were tended from the still existent Ballards farmhouse in the same ward would seem to be historically
appropriate. The area is represented by the Croham Valley (formerly Heathfield) Residents Association) and
is separate from Selsdon and indeed the Selsdon Residents Association, its separate nature being reflected
in the addition of the Ballards nomenclature at the 1998 boundary review. The reconfiguration provides the
opportunity to return it to whence it came in the last review with Heathfield House and Upper Shirley. The
use of the Heathfield nomenclature is suggested to give a well-known identity to those many separate parts
of the community scattered around Shirley. The Addington Residents Association represents the properties
along Featherbed Lane retained within this ward as well as the Gravel Hill and Crossways areas.
Farnborough Crescent with its similar building style to the Monks Hill estate, though represented by the
Addington Residents Association, is separated from the rest of that area by the John Ruskin College and is
thus placed with Monks Hill in Selsdon and Forestdale ward.
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20. South Croydon
3 seat ward

As noted in the Borough Character Appraisal 2011 South Croydon is seen as a place of Croydon but it has
not been represented as such on the council. This submission corrects that omission. Haling Park is seen as
being within the South Croydon place and indeed Haling Park is marked on a Croydon 1800 tithe map as
being as separate from Waddon on its higher plateau sloping to the north. South Croydon is seen as
stretching in a linear fashion to Purley Oaks and Sanderstead station along the valley below the elevated
Waddon ward.
The redistricting gives the opportunity to unite the South Croydon community that has suffered from being

CR1, CR2
Birdhurst Road,
Birdhurst Rise,
Beech Copse
and Croham
Road north side
from South
Park Hill Road

represented by three different wards near its district centre that struggles with anti-social behaviour from
very high density HMOs and institutional provision and which currently lacks a much needed single unified
voice of representation. It is difficult to take South Croydon to the east of the main rail line. The Borough
Character Appraisal 2011 recognises how “East/west movement is restricted by the presence of the railway
with only one pedestrian crossing and three main roads that link to Brighton Road and Croydon”. This
separation is recognised in this proposal with only the area closest to South Croydon district centre that is
to the east of the rail line being included within the ward using the strong border of the old Selsdon rail line
very high bridge as a border. The route of the closed Selsdon railway can be seen on a map of 1926 ward
boundaries included in this submission.
This respects areas of activity by the relatively new community group that is the South Croydon Community
Association. Part of the border here is delineated by the former Selsdon rail line with its elevated position
or green areas of linear overgrowth though it is felt that with the isolated nature of Wetherby Close and
Campion Close that this line should be departed from at that point. The South Croydon Community
Association covers the area between Birdhurst Rise in the East and Haling Park Road in the West, and
Coombe Road to the North, represented in the proposed boundaries to this ward.
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21. South Norwood
3 seat ward

The altered configuration for this ward benefits from a much stronger border at its south-eastern side with
the London Bridge railway line. This ward built around the South Norwood district centre and the South
Norwood Hill is another ward constructed as running down from a ridge in the Borough (in this case Upper
Norwood). Roads to the east of Grangewood Park that identify with South Norwood Hill are transferred
into the ward. Grangewood Park itself could sit in either the proposed South Norwood ward or the
proposed Thornton Heath ward – see below).
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22. Thornton Heath
3 seat ward

The submission notes how the Borough Character Appraisal 2011 sees the Thornton Heath area as
straddling the rail line. Thus, an exception is taken here to cross the main rail line as with Purley and
Coulsdon. Pedestrian flows here are substantial across this bridge at Thornton Heath station showing that
this is all of one community. Volunteer activity on both sides of the rail line by the Thornton Heath Action
Team emphasise the unity of this community across the rail line.

BM3, BM4,
BM5, BM6, TH3
land to west of
Grange Road,
TH4 except
Beulah Road
except opposite

The Borough Character Appraisal 2011, which though written under Conservative control did benefit from

23. Upper Norwood
3 seat ward

24. Waddon 3 seat
ward

significant input from the Labour opposition at the invitation of the ruling party, describes a Thornton
Heath that “is focused along Brigstock Road/High Street between London Road to the west, and the lower
slopes of the Upper Norwood Ridge to the north/east”. This submission uses the ridges and declining slopes
model to fashion ward boundaries and in this particular case reflects this by massing one ward around the
High Street and Brigstock Road where as the Appraisal notes “Thornton Heath railway station is centrally
placed in the district centre”. Roads running into the High Street from Grange Road and Parchmore Road
are placed in the ward with the additional merit as applied elsewhere in Purley to have a reasonable
balance of representation between the western and eastern sides of the main rail line. The ward unites all
of the High Street with its community facilities and the Thornton Heath Library in Brigstock Road. That
Thornton Heath extends to the west of the rail line is also emphasised by the existence of the Thornton
Heath Bus Garage and Thornton Heath Pond well to the west of the rail station. It is though thought better
to keep the place of Thornton Heath Pond in a separate ward for the sake of elector number balance and to
respect how Thornton Heath Pond was the original location of the village before the building of the railway
some distance away. The ward’s north-western border respects exactly the start of the Norbury Area and
Thornton Heath RA border at Beulah Road.
The submission notes how the Borough Character Appraisal 2011 mainly places the place of Upper
Norwood to the north of the Beulah Hill road on the cusp of the ridge before it dips to the south-west. This
proposal respects that analysis by taking the ward back from its current configuration all the way down to
the Green Lane. In line with the principal applied across this submission ridge communities like Upper
Norwood are separated from the hills declining from such elevated positions. The change made here
restores the two-member ward lost at the last review creating a community of Upper Norwood and Crystal
Palace triangle that looks more to London than to Croydon in contrast to the current Upper Norwood
polling districts UN4, UN5, UN6 and UN7 down the steep hill and in the valley below down in Green Lane.
The unifying aspect of the proposed ward is the A23 Purley Way and the submission reunites the industrial
estates of Purley Way and places the geographical Waddon back into the previously politically defined
Waddon ward. This is as was the case in the 1926 boundary review, a map of which is attached in this
submission. The current ward is made up of South Croydon, a remnant of Old Town set aside by the urban
motorway that is now the Old Town road, the Waddon estate and north Purley – rather than the historic
Waddon area.
A new unity of identity and continuous conurbation of residences will be further enhanced by the draft
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Croydon plan seeing a very significant contribution to population growth being delivered from new housing
after 2022 on retail industrial estates between Mill Lane and IKEA at Franklin Way. The ward is taken back
up to the location of the old Waddon hospital (the history and location is shown here)
http://ezitis.myzen.co.uk/waddon.html. The location of the Waddon isolation hospital can also be seen on
the map of 1926 ward boundaries included in this submission – marked as ‘Borough Hospital’. Waddon
Marsh is now also included in the proposed ward along with the Kingsley estate, which is commonly known
as Waddon as shown in the two news stories (links below) describing the local Kingsley school as a Waddon
school and the second story being about a Waddon resident in Allen Road on the Kingsley estate.
http://www.croydonadvertiser.co.uk/west-croydon-school-to-become-academy-after-being-plunged-intospecial-measures-by-ofsted-inspectors/story-29865961-detail/story.html
http://www.croydonguardian.co.uk/news/11034020.Seven arrested after shot fired at Waddon house/
To the West is the borough boundary. To the east, this proposed ward benefits from the very strong border
of the A236 which includes the Old Town road. This has been the Waddon ward boundary since the
incorporation of the London Borough of Croydon and its inaugural elections in 1964. This used to be a
unifying road in the Old Town community but, after being part of the later abandoned Croydon ring road, is
now a five lane highway. It has just two long pedestrian waiting crossings, and subways at Old Town and
under the flyover that both periodically flood because of the old river than runs under Southbridge Road
and Old Town. Under the flyover, it also has very unattractive, little used, dangerous, isolated routes from
Waddon to Old Town in hidden sunken pedestrian routes built In the late 1960s. The A236 also includes the
elevated Roman Way and the Mitcham Road.
To the south and southeast, the submission notes how the Borough Character Appraisal 2011 sees Waddon
as being separate from the historically separate Haling Park in South Croydon and also separate from
Pampisford Road a road which the Appraisal sees as being within Purley from Kendra Hall Road where the
Harris Academy Purley is placed. Adjustments have been made accordingly to respect that sense of place.
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25. West Thornton
3 seat ward

The Rosedene estate (current polling district BG1) sits better with residences in West Thornton ward just
opposite across the Mitcham Road, residences which also border the Mitcham Common. The tram line
provides a good border to the west of this transferred part of the current BG1 polling district.
Taking the current WT4 polling district into Broad Green consolidates London Road representation while
respecting a singular representation for the historical Thornton Heath Pond, the first location of Thornton
Heath before the building of the railway. Strong boundaries are provided at the Lombard Roundabout,
Canterbury Road, the sharp arrow at Colliers Water Lane (which has long been a motif on 20th century ward
maps of Croydon), and London Road.

26. Whitgift 2 seat
ward

This ward is built around the communities that surround Lloyd Park and reconnects the current CR2 polling
district of high value housing to the south of the park with that which is similar to that of the Whitgift
estate on the northern side of the park and which were both previously in the same ward. There are strong
borders here with the main Brighton line and the A232 Addiscombe Road.
Effective local government will be promoted by moving those two areas and the extensive Wates built Park
Hill area out of a town centre ward where resources were typically abstracted to more urgent town centre
needs. A clearer voice will now be available for these residents. The Park Hill Residents Association and the
Whitgift Estate Residents Association represent all of the land to the north and west of the park. Croham
Valley Residents Association represents residents to the south of the park. Residents Association
boundaries are thus respected in this proposal. The small number of properties on Addiscombe Road that
have been in Heathfield ward and rather isolated from the rest of that ward are more appropriately placed
in this ward. The triangle of roads created by Shirley Road, Shirley Avenue & Eldon Avenue look out to the
Addiscombe Road and the busy Shirley Road dual carriageway that is untypical of the quieter Shirley and
Monks Orchard neighbourhoods. As noted above, these roads are isolated from the rest of Shirley by the
long unhoused roads behind this area of Shirley Oaks Road and Poppy Lane that lead to the Shirley Oaks
Village and are thus also better placed in this ward as a result. The Oaks Farm and that part of the Shirley
Park golf course to the north of Oaks Lane (holes 1-3 and 10-18) is included in the ward. Trinity school is
also included and with the Whitgift Foundation having oversight over the Whitgift estate and with two of
the Foundation’s schools being in the ward at Addiscombe Road and Melville Avenue it is suggested that
Whitgift be the nomenclature employed for this ward. Archbishop Whitgift set up the charitable Whitgift
Foundation that, though not the Borough’s oldest charity, has been very influential in the town’s affairs to

BG1 all of the
Rosedene
estate only,
WT1, WT2,
WT3, WT5,
WT6.

CR2 all except
Birdhurst Road,
Birdhurst Rise,
Beech Copse,
residences to
the south of
Croham Road,
FA5, FA6, FA7,
that part of HE1
that includes
Addiscombe
Road, Trinity
School, Oaks
Farm, Shirley
Park golf course
to the north of
Oaks Lane,
triangle of
roads created
by Shirley Road,
Shirley Avenue
& Eldon Avenue

27. Woodside 3
seat ward

this day. Whitgift himself is buried in the neighbouring proposed ward of Fairfield at the Croydon Minster.

but excluding
Wickham Road.

The proposal for a new Woodside ward is bolstered by having strong open space or rail borders created by
the tramline to the south, the rail line to the north and Brickfield Meadow to the west and the South
Norwood country park to the south and east. The ward improves on the current warding by respecting the
London SE25 postcode. The inclusion of current polling district SN6 and a small part of SN4 reunites these
communities on the southern side of the strong main rail line border. As regards to residents’ associations
this ward structure respects and matches exactly south of the rail line the reach and borders of the PPR
(People for Portland Road) initiative.

SN4 south of
main rail line,
SN6, WS1, WS
2, WS3 all
except
Davidson Road
& Sutton
Gardens, WS4,
WS5.

3. Borough Summary Maps

4. Maps of new proposed wards (alphabetic order by new proposed
ward name – some proposed wards have several maps)
A Addiscombe East
B Addiscombe West
C Broad Green
D Beulah
E Coulsdon (north part)
F Coulsdon (south part)
G Croham Hurst and Sanderstead Hill
H East India (or Addiscombe South) / Fairfield
I Kenley
J Monks Orchard
K Addington Vale and Fieldway / New Addington
L Norbury
M Old Coulsdon and Hartley (north part)
N Old Coulsdon and Hartley (south part)
O Purley (west part)
P Purley (east part)
Q Sanderstead (west part)
R Sanderstead (east part)
S Selhurst
T Selsdon and Forestdale (west part)
U Selsdon and Forestdale (east part)
V Shirley and Heathfield (north part)
W Shirley and Heathfield (west part)
X Shirley and Heathfield (southeast part)
Y South Croydon
Z South Norwood
AA Thornton Heath
AB Upper Norwood
AC Waddon (north part)
AD Waddon (south part)
AE West Thornton
AF Whitgift
AG Woodside

5. Maps of changes to existing ward boundaries (alphabetic
order by old ward name)

AH Addiscombe
AI Ashburton
AJ Bensham Manor
AK Broad Green
AL Coulsdon East
AM Couldson West
AN Croham
AO Fairfield
AP Fieldway
AQ Heathfield
AR Kenley
AS New Addington
AT Norbury
AU Purley
AV Sanderstead
AW Selhurst
AX Selsdon and Ballards
AY Shirley
AZ South Norwood
BA Thornton Heath
BB Upper Norwood
BC Waddon
BD West Thornton
BE Woodside

6. Map of 1926 ward boundary review

